I have been asking myself, whatever happened to breakdancing? Where did the acrobatic dance form that legend tells us evolved in the South Bronx as a competitive alternative to gang violence go? I can still recall the awe with which underground London beheld Ritchie 'Crazy Legs' Morales perform a head-spin so devastating that it transformed the way that we heard the Rock Steady Crew's celebrated signature tune. Thirteen years later, no breakers have become stars. The most visible dancer operating in the hip-hop spotlight is Heavy D, and for all his skill, breaking is not part of his repertoire, which has a far more orthodox show-biz lineage. Where dance sequences appear in black music videos they stay close to the rules established by Hollywood musicals and endorsed by prominent crossover performers like Michael and Janet Jackson and Mariah Carey, whose latest video-led assault on the charts-Fantasy, a bizarre collaboration with the Wu Tang Clan's 01' Dirty Bastard-includes a particularly leaden-footed set-piece.
Concern over the African origins and components of black diaspora cultures has recently re-emerged as a vital political issue. Because dance is regularly identified as one of the most reliably and authentically African elements in the black vernacular, this seems an appropriate point to ask why the innovative dance practice in early hip-hop culture faded away so quickly,
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Dance in the City/The City in Dance why the delicate initial balance which that wild, revolutionary style struck between music and dance shifted so emphatically away from the latter and why dance did not remain a more significant part of the mood, attitude and power of the movement as it conquered our planet's popular culture?
I also wonder whether the relative decline of dance in black popular culture and the curiously unmourned disappearance of breaking may have been connected to the negative impact of video technologies on expressive forms that had previously been sound-rather than vision-based and which were absolutely inseparable from the dance cultures in which they were embedded? We need to comprehend how the growing marginalisation and possible retreat of dance may have meshed with the privatisation of black vernacular culture: the decay of its precious oppositional public institutions and the growth of those corrosive individualisation effects that mark the novel patterns in which counter-culture becomes something that is consumed rather than simply used. Even in residual form, the conjunction of music and dance characteristic of African expressive cultures orchestrated the relationship between the individual and the group. It nurtured forms of self-consciousness, historicity and sociality even during the extreme conditions of slavery, when basic institutional arrangements like family life could only be maintained with the greatest difficulty.
As the memory of that slavery has grown less attractive as a source of solidarity and a means of collective identification, subaltern sociality and its secret public institutions have changed. They exemplify a decisive move away from the concern to ground sociality in what black bodies do and towards an almost morbid obsession with what they are, what they contain. At its worst, this makes sociality impossible. Sociality cannot be practised. It has to be simulated. Ins~ead of taking our places in the circle of the dance where subordination was ambivalently enacted, transcended and transformed into the compensatory agency that flowed from exer/orcising power in a very limited space, we are invited to consume particularity just like any other commodity. The ring shout gives way to polite applause. Let me put this another way: it is not possible to dance in a car, however large and loud a sound system it may contain.
The appearance of new, culturally-sanctioned settings in which music is heard and enjoyed is only the most obvious example of the changes I am sketching here. Of course the ritual practices involved in showing the world that you have the prestige and wealth that a car represents, and that your car is well-stocked with sound-reproduction equipment, has acquired a public counter-cultural significance of its own in diverse urban locations. However, even when filled with sound and placed on display, I want to suggest that it makes more sense to see the car and the cult around it as
